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Болашақ 
біздікі.

Right now, the Kazakh economy faces a great
development, including investments in logistics,
mechatronics and renewable energies.
Economic development programs like
Roadmap Business 2020, Nurly Shol and the
Nasarbajev-Merkel initiative have changed the
job marked and produced a remarkably need of
higly trained workers.
This requires a modernization of the education
and traning centres. Therefore we desire to
establish new and highly qualified experts and
trainers from their fields.

To properly face this situation on eyelevel
coorparation we teamed up with our great
Kazakh partners of the Ministry of Education
and Sciences of Republic Kazakhstan, National
Pedagogic University named after Abai,
Kyzylorda State University named after Korkyt
Ata, Y. A. Buketov Karaganda State University
and Shakarim State University of Semey.

If you have any questions or interest in our unique
Project, please, do not hestitate to contact us in
our offices in Magdeburg, Braunschweig or Almaty. 
It would be a pleasure to
join work forces with you soon, for a better future
of our countries.  

WMU GmbH   Project Office
Jerichower Str. 28  Am Wendentor 2
39114 Magdeburg  38100 Braunschweig 
Germany   Germany

Mr. Frank Winzerling  Mrs. Anikó Merten
info@wmu-md.de  aniko.merten@wmu-md.de
http://www.wmu-md.de  www.gekavoc.de

Project Office - Almaty (Kazakhstan)
Mr. Toktar Senbekuli
050010, Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan
Kazybek by 28
KazNPU building number 7, first floor room nr. 9

projectoffice@gekavoc.de
+7 (727) 29 38 69 9
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Our partners

This project is sponsored by

GeKaVoC - Transfer of vocational training in logis-
tics, mechatronics and sustainable energy supply to 
Kazakhstan is focused on the
establishment of an education and training
center in Kazakhstan on the German model. So the 
challenges in the Kazakh economic and vocational 
education system shall be tackled.

The project makes a contribution to the future de-
velopment in this fields and sets a pathway
to Kazakhstan for German companies by
transferring German vocational education
and training concepts.

The overall objectives are to build up new capaci-
ties in vocational education and training, support 
the cooperation between German and Kazakh 
companies and state institutions and strengthen 
economic developments of these both countries.

The Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg aims to 
create a lean and sharply-defined
structure with its main focus of expertise in
engineering, economics and management.

The WMU GmbH and the proposed core staff is wor-
king at least 15 years in the field of
Vocational Education and Training programmes. Main 
focus is the planning, organization, implementation 
and evaluation of training and education programmes 
for professionals and managers of vocational educa-
tion institutions.

TÜV Rheinland was founded as part of the
German Steam Boiler Association. It is a
company with the clear mission to make new tech-
nologies controllable. Since then they have evolved 
alongside industrial progress, from steam engines, to 
electrification, to the digitization of everyday life.
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